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Robot Consulting's Lawyer Robot service selected by Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications of Japan

Robot Consulting Co., Ltd.

https://robotconsulting.net/news/news02/
https://prtimes.jp/main/html/rd/p/000000004.000087375.html

Robot Consulting Co., Ltd. (Head office: Chuo-ku, Tokyo. CEO: Akihito
Usui. Hereinafter "Robot Consulting"), a software developer using AI
technology, is pleased to announce that its Robot Consulting Lawyer
Robot service has been adopted by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and
Communications of Japan from OZ1 Corporation (Head office:
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo. CEO: Shoi Egawa. Hereinafter "OZ1"), a
coordinator company of the Osaka Smartcity Partners Forum
(Hereinafter “the Project”).

■Outline of Osaka Smartcity Partners Forum services
(https://smartcity-partners.osaka/)
“Osaka Smartcity Partners Forum" was established by Osaka Prefecture, companies,
CivicTech, 43 municipalities in Osaka Prefecture, and universities to realize an "Osaka
Model" smart city. The Forum is promoting verification and implementation efforts in seven
areas, including "Smart Health City" and "Elder-friendly City Development.
In Toyono-cho, the Compact Smart City Platform Council is taking the initiative to revitalize
the community through smart city services using a municipal version of the smart city
application, with the aim of realizing a "city where it is easy to raise children".
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■Adoption of Robot Consulting's Lawyer Robot service
As part of this effort, the following project has been adopted by the Ministry of Internal
Affairs and Communications of Japan for its "Smart City Promotion Project for Promoting
Data Linkage" and the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) of
Japan for its "Smartcity Model Project" and will start in earnest for social implementation.
Robot Consulting's Lawyer Robot has been adopted as a certified system for the project
and will be developed in time for the release of the project next year.

■What is a "Lawyer Robot"?
Robot Consulting currently offers two services, "Labor Robot" and "Lawyer Robot," which
are a combination of technology and professional services. This is one of the necessary
science and technology that can make law and labor work, which are inseparable from
people's lives, more accessible to users, and at the same time, can achieve business
efficiency for professional firms. We are proposing "services that are close to people's
hearts" that are not merely convenient, utilizing the mechanical skills of technology.

In order to make consultation with lawyers more accessible to the general public, who still
have an image of difficulty to consult casually, we have implemented a chatbot function
specialized in slanders and libels for individuals, which will lead to early resolution of
problems that occur on the internet or in real life. For law firms, we provide a system that
improves the efficiency of legal work. In the future, we plan to develop a system that uses
AI to learn from tens of thousands of precedents and derive highly accurate answers to
help clients resolve their questions and troubles.

■OZ1 Company Profile
Company Name ： OZ1 Corporation
Location ： 3-29 Kioi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
Establishment ： May 2019
Representative Director： Shoi Egawa
URL： https://oz1.life/
Business Description: Software development and sales

■Robot Consulting Company Profile
Company name: Robot Consulting Co., Ltd.
Location: Wind Shinkawa Bldg. 3F, 1-7-3 Shinkawa, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
Representative Director: Akihito Usui
Establishment: April 2020
URL： http://robotconsulting.net/
Business Description: Development and sales of software using AI technology, planning,
research, development, manufacturing, and sales of robots and other products,
commercialization of robot systems and promotion of their widespread use
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